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CHRISTMAS 
COUNTDOWN 

PEACE, SNOW, HAPPINESS, 

ANGELS, BLESSINGS, MERRY 

SPIRIT, JOLLY WISHES, 

DECORATIONS, MISTLETOE & LOVE 

BUT LET’s NOT FORGET -   

TOTAL GRIEF.* 

We’ve all been there for several years of our lives - perhaps some of us older chaps or 

lassies still feel it to this day. It’s a fact: the countdown of the advent calendar can produce 

feelings of total grief & despondency and I think we tend to forget that our little critters 

may also suffer from this terrible ordeal. 

*THE LONGEST WAIT KNOWN TO ALL DOGS & CATS AROUND THE GLOBE.

Following on with a similar tone of the last film, I intend to create a short sequence 

spanning over the 25 days of anticipation. Fusing together a quick montage covering 

various weather conditions, locations and moods all kept in focus by a calendar GFX 

counter at the bottom of the screen counting to the final day. Emotional scenes of the 

dogs peering out the window, amusing actions for the dogs to perform: trying to reach 

high and paw for one delicious advent door / scrambling through presents etc all happen 

up until the last scene. It’s only to their surprise that during the  final opening ceremony… 

that big fancy box turns out to contain an unwanted gift / family member. 

Welcome the cat.  

After the sheer rollercoaster of emotions given to us by the dogs and festive music, we’re 

confronted with the final master shot of both dogs looking in disbelief. 

Will they manage to display love and acceptance for each other during the festive 

period? Merry Christmas.  
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OVERVIEW 
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POST PRODUCTION 

EDIT  

The aim will be to keep it punchy with each scene, foley sounds of props, fast in-camera 
pans and tilts similar to last video. I’ll use these to my advantage to hide a number of 
cuts. This again will be particular useful in the 15sec version.  

Grading / GFX 

The grading and GFX will certainly play a bigger part in creating the overall feeling and 
tone for the film. Going towards warmer colours for the interiors and for the exterior - 
grading day for night or at least cooler temperatures. Keeping it playful and inviting will 
always be the goal.  

AUDIO 

Mix of library music tracks and minor use of foley SFX to cover various actions.  

GEAR 

Top-spec Mac-Pro plus grading monitor. Final Cut for the main edit followed by Davinci 
Resolve for grading & finalising. The additional audio and sound effects shall be mastered 
in Pro Tools and finally brought back into Resolve for the exports.  

PRODUCTION 

SHOOTING 
Everything will be shot using the Lumix GH4 at 25fps UHD 4K, 3840x2160 resolution. 
Regarding the delivery, I can export any resolution required. To keep a similar look and 
feel to the previous ad, I’ll use the Voightlander prime lens for the majority of close-ups 
and action shots as it creates beautiful, cinematic images with ease.  

PROPS 
Christmas wouldn’t be Christmas without an overload of festive gear in the home! Lights, 
oversized presents, christmas tree, stockings, tinsel, fake snow. - standard. For the dogs - 
christmas themed clothing: backpacks, santa hats will be in order.  

APPROACH 

Similar to the last project  - I’ll be working with relatively tight spaces and not much head 
height from the main cast so I’ll choose low perspective angles to give the dogs more of a 
humanistic quality. Keeping to the social messages and theme of ‘through the eyes of the pet’.  

The main objective for the sequence is to try and get across a sense of time clearly passing - 
changing backgrounds / weather / wardrobe changes for the dogs / jump cuts will all help. 
The two tracks I’ve proposed - help to create a comedic feel - abruptly changing the 
atmosphere between two genres of music at the beginning will set the tone for the remainder 
of the ad. 

CREW 

PETS 
Jake, Yoko & Luna the cat.  

Production Assistant / Prop Maker 
Walaa Al Muhaiteeb 

Production Assistant / Dog Trainer 
Basia Leszczyńska 

Sound Recordist / Design 
Nicholas Saade

Graphics  
Manpreet Singh

Editor  
Walter Cavatoi

Director Of Photography / Colourist / Director 
Alex Webb



SHOOTING SCRIPT 

SCENE SHOT LOCATION SHOT DESCRIPTION GFX SOUND / SOUDNTRACK PROPS CAST

1 A Bedroom Slow tracking motion towards dog crate. Low lighting / christmas lights seen in background - fade to 
black while going inside crate. Black fading to Jake lying inside crate - hiding - with his head on paws 
looking emotional. 

NONE Silent Night (Solo Vocal) / 
subtle howling winter winds

Christmas lights, 
dog crate. 

Jake

2 A Lounge Yoko seen abruptly in different location in near darkness- tugs on light cord to turn light on / reveal 
christmas tree and in turn immediately stops ‘Silent Night’ music. Cue Dixieland!

GFX XMAS 
COUNTER
STARTS 1

Silent Night (Solo Vocal)
Light cord foley sound.
Jingle Bells Dixieland begins 
from drum fill. 

Light cord, 
christmas tree / 
lights for 
background. 

Yoko

3 A / B / C Lounge Jake seen taking another dog selfie to pass time. Jump cuts again. GFX XMAS 
COUNTER / 
SELFIE APP

Jingle Bells Dixieland Fake Phone / 
Selfie Stick 
Christmas 
decorations

Jake / 
Yoko

4 A Lounge Sofa View seen from mobile camera viewed directly to Jake’s face with made-up ChristmasPetSelfie app 
(GFX overlay over video). Camera drops down out of paw - cut to black and screen distortion effect to 
suggest broken software or phone. 

GFX XMAS 
COUNTER / 
SELFIE APP 
GFX

Jingle Bells Dixieland Christmas 
decorations

Owner / 
Jake /

5 A / B / C Lounge Sofa Both dogs looking through the window with incredible sadness and boredom. GFX overlay for rain, 
snow etc. Each jump cut to show various weather conditions and time-passing. In camera effects of 
water running down window used. 

GFX XMAS 
COUNTER / 
WEATHER 
OVERLAY

Jingle Bells Dixieland Christmas 
decorations

Jake / 
Yoko

6 A Lounge Christmas tree and decorations in the background, Yoko attempts to give Jake a kiss under the 
mistletoe. No chance. 

GFX XMAS 
COUNTER

Jingle Bells Dixieland Mistletoe, 
christmas Tree

Jake / 
Yoko

7 A / B / C Outdoors Jake seen roadside - wearing mini backpack appearing to be hitchhiking. Sign propped up beside him 
simply saying ‘NORTHPOLE’. Jake smiling, panting, looking hopeful. Owner seen in background 
walking on with Yoko - unaware of his desires. Everyone dressed up for the cold. 

GFX XMAS 
COUNTER

Jingle Bells Dixieland Dog backpack / 
Dog-made sign. 

Jake / 
Yoko

8 A / B / C Lounge Dogs seen attempting to check out boxes around xmas tree - scratching / smelling / investigating. GFX XMAS 
COUNTER / 
SNOW 
OVERLAY

Jingle Bells Dixieland Boxes / Wrapping 
Paper etc. 

Jake / 
Yoko / 
Owner

9 A Kitchen Jake looks through Snow Globe - dreaming of a one-way ticket to Lapland. Distorted view seen. GFX XMAS 
COUNTER

Jingle Bells Dixieland Snowglobe Jake

10 A Lounge Slow tracking shot towards Yoko sitting - looking up - focused on christmas stockings. Quick pan 
downwards to reveal dog wearing christmas watch on leg keeping track of time. 

GFX XMAS 
COUNTER

Jingle Bells Dixieland Christmas 
decorations

Yoko

11 A Kitchen / Lounge Dog seen running frantically through frame in excitement GFX XMAS 
COUNTER
FLASHES 25

Jingle Bells Dixieland fades 
out

Tinsel Jake / 
Yoko

12 A / B / C / D Kitchen Low perspective filmed from inside giant box - lid opens revealing Yoko and Jake peering down 
straight into camera. Owner in backgroundNext shot reverse view from dogs angle looking down to 
cute kitten sitting in box. Final master shot revealing everyone together with christmas tree and festive 
insanity.

Recorder Audio + Foley All christmas 
props imaginable. 

Jake / 
Yoko / 
Luna 

13 A FINAL END TAG FINAL END TAG - SUNLIFE LOGO + HASHTAG PAWS / 
LOGO
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Note: All these shots will be made with the assistance of a professional dog behaviourist and trainer ensuring safety and wellbeing of the animals.


